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Dear Editor,
We read with interest the recent article by de Lange 

et al. entitled “ICU beds, less is more? No” [1]. We agree 
with the authors that the increasing number of vulner-
able and elderly patients, of complex surgical procedures 
and of “just in case” ICU admissions for observation, may 
require a transformation of our hospitals. The COVID-19 
crisis also revealed the limitations of our current struc-
tures to welcome a surge of acutely ill patients requiring 
hospitalization and close monitoring. However, although 
increasing the number of ICU beds is an option, we 
believe that upgrading monitoring methods on hospital 
wards may be part of the solution as well.

Multiple wireless wearable sensors are now available to 
monitor vital signs non-invasively and continuously. They 
include adhesive patches, necklaces, and finger sensors 
to monitor heart rate, respiratory rate, oxygen saturation, 
skin temperature, and/or changes in blood pressure [2]. 
They are increasingly used in surgical wards to detect 
postoperative complications at an early stage and tackle 
“failure to rescue” [3]. When nurses spot-check vital signs 
every 4–8  h, they miss a significant number of adverse 
events, including severe hypoxemic events [3]. Studies 
have shown that continuous monitoring of vital signs 
enables the immediate detection of clinical deterioration 
and, pending appropriate intervention, a decrease in car-
diac arrest and ICU admission [2, 4]. During the COVID-
19 crisis, a large number of patients requiring oxygen 
and at risk of rapid deterioration have been admitted at 
the same time. Several hospitals have therefore quickly 

equipped their wards with wireless pulse oximeters to 
cope with that surge.

On hospital wards, the nurse/patient ratio is much 
lower than in ICUs and clinicians are not used to deal 
with life-threatening clinical situations. Therefore, we 
cannot envision to simply acquire existing ICU moni-
toring systems to install them on the wards. We have to 
implement systems specifically designed for the wards. 
Such systems are currently under development or eval-
uation. They usually include wearable sensors which 
are easy to set up (e.g., adhesive patch on the skin) and 
enable wireless monitoring, which, in the context of epi-
demics, has the advantage to decrease the number of 
physical interactions and the risk of contamination. Arti-
facts and false alarms, common in non-sedated patients, 
need to be filtered, and machine learning algorithms may 
help to achieve that goal [5]. Medical-grade connectiv-
ity protocols are necessary to prevent connectivity dis-
ruptions, common with classical Bluetooth connections. 
Smart algorithms are also needed to aggregate and fuse 
vital signs into a single early warning score or deterio-
ration index so that nurses can only respond to “smart” 
alerts received at a central station or directly on their 
pager [4]. By doing so, one may envision the possibility to 
ask ward nurses to look after a large number of patients 
without increasing their workload [2]. Indeed, focusing 
on patients who are deteriorating, as soon as they do, 
should improve work efficiency. However, this remains 
to be confirmed by large clinical studies done in real-life 
conditions. Finally, to be useful, such remote monitoring 
systems need to direct the alert to the right person. For 
instance, if ward nurses could be informed first in case of 
mild deterioration, rapid response teams would need to *Correspondence:  frederic.michard@bluewin.ch 
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be alerted directly in case of life-threatening clinical con-
dition requiring immediate intervention.

Therefore, in the hospital of the future, ICU beds could 
be reserved to patients requiring organ support such as 
mechanical ventilation and renal replacement therapy. 
Patients who would simply need close monitoring could 
safely stay on the wards and benefit from smart and con-
tinuous monitoring (Fig.  1). This strategy may help to 
improve patient safety and quality of hospital care with-
out dramatically increasing the number of ICU beds and 
associated costs.
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Fig. 1 On hospital wards, continuous monitoring of vital signs with 
wearable and wireless sensors may enable the early detection of clini-
cal deterioration, timely intervention, and the prevention of severe 
adverse events such as cardiac arrest, ICU transfer, and death
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